Scientists have called for subsidies paid out to a handful of national deep-sea fishing fleets to be stopped immediately in yet another plea to prevent permanent ecological damage and the extinction of some of the longest living creatures on the planet.
Without the $150 million of subsidies paid annually, deep-sea fisheries would operate at a loss of $50 million, researchers believe.
But the technologically advanced fleets are moving from place to place, fishing areas to extinction before moving on. The researchers said deep-sea species are particularly vulnerable because they reproduce slowly and so are not able to recover.
Elliott Norse, of the Marine Conservation Biology Institute in Bellevue, Washington said: "Industrial fisheries are now going thousands of miles, thousands of feet deep and catching things that live hundreds of years in the process -in the least protected place on earth."
In international waters beyond the 200 nautical mile Exclusive Economic Zones of coastal countries, many of the fisheries are virtually unregulated. Here fishing fleets operate like roving bandits, using state-of-the-art technologies to plunder the depths, researchers said.
Daniel Pauly, at the University of British Columbia's Fisheries Center, said: "There is surely a better way for governments to spend their money than by paying subsidies to a fleet that burns 1.1 billion litres of fuel annually to maintain paltry catches of old growth fish from highly vulnerable stocks."
Most of the subsidies paid to the fleets buy cheap fuel, but governments also offer help with building boats, buying back old boats and tax breaks.
Fishermen use powerful ships to drag nets hundreds of metres below the surface. They use GPS and shoal-finding radar to find the best places to trawl and by 'flash freezing' the catch they can stay out to sea for weeks.
Deep-sea ecosystems are vulnerable because in the colder, darker waters they are much less productive than shallow seas.
"The unregulated catches by these roving bandits are utterly unsustainable," says Robert
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Researchers want subsidies to deep-ocean fishing boats withdrawn to prevent the damage they are doing to fragile, little-understood marine ecosystems. Nigel Williams reports.
Calls to curb deep-ocean trawling
Steneck, of the University of Maine. "With globalised markets, the economic drivers of overfishing are physically removed and so fishermen have no stake in the natural systems they affect," says Steneck. "While it may be good for short-term business practice to fish out stocks and move on, we now see global declines in targeted species."
"We actually know very little about these species," said Selina Heppell, a fisheries biologist at Oregon State University. "The adaptation to living in a place like
Rough trade: The orange roughy (top) is a slow-growing, long-lived species targeted by deep-ocean boats, caught here in a scientific survey in the northeast Atlantic, and the subject of growing conservation concerns. (Photo: WWF -Canon/Ian Hudson.) this is to slow down. They slow way down."
Biologists are concerned about the orange roughy, grenadier, deep-sea rockfish, oreo and Patagonian toothfish among others. The orange roughy is so slow growing that it is not sexually mature until 34 years old. It can live to 150. "When you buy orange roughy you are likely eating a fish that is at least 50 years old," says Krista Baker of Memorial University in Newfoundland. "Perhaps we need a consumer guideline that says we shouldn't eat fish that are older than our grandmothers," she says.
Trawling also destroys ancient habitats such as deep-sea cold-water coral reef. The coral Lophelia can live for 2,000 years. "But they can be removed from the deep sea in one trawl sweep," said Murray Roberts at the Scottish Association for Marine Science. "And we are not only losing our past -on one coral mound off Ireland we found eight species new to science in just a few samples. These are real biodiversity hotspots."
The corals also contain valuable data about past climate and ocean conditions -information that is lost when they are destroyed by bottom trawling.
Part of the problem is that much of the trawling takes place on the high seas where there are few regulations on fishing activities and virtually no enforcement. However, in December, the UN general assembly agreed some measures to restrict deep-sea fishing, but And pursuit of the Patagonian toothfish, in particular, is taking fishing vessels deeper and deeper into the Southern Ocean. Consumer demand in the US and Japan, the two largest markets, combined with illegal fishing is helping to drive this slow-growing species to near commercial extinction in many parts of the ocean.
Illegal, unreported and unregulated (IUU) fishing accounts for at least half the Patagonian toothfish in the market. The problem is widespread, with illegal and unregulated fishing vessels operating from 11 countries. Although much of the fishing for this species uses long lines of baited hooks rather than trawling, this is also having major environmental impact. The rapid decline of several albatross species has been attributed to individuals drowning as they try to take bait from the lines as they are being laid.
And one legal New Zealand boat, deep in the Southern Ocean, revealed just how far deep-sea fishing is now reaching: fishermen last month hauled in a full-grown colossal squid from unprecedented depths that had become entangled with the line in pursuit of its toothfish prey.
The squid weighed an estimated 450 kilogrammes, was about 10 metres long, and was the first ever mature adult colossal squid to be caught intact. The only other specimen of this mysterious species was immature and caught only as recently as 2003.
The European Union all too often, in its efforts to reconcile conflicting interests, ends up adding to frustrations and nowhere more so than with its fisheries policy. Managing dwindling stocks has proved difficult and critics continue to find fault. But fisheries are just one user amongst growing demands on the EU's marine environment, which is more varied than almost any other region. It covers the eastern Atlantic Ocean and the North, Baltic, Black and Mediterranean seas, with jurisdiction also of parts of the Caribbean Sea and Indian Ocean.
The EU produced a green paper last year in an effort to bolster maritime policies in the face of criticisms and concerns that increasing pressures on the marine environment, so important in Europe, would benefit from more coordinated control.
"Sustainable use and governance of our oceans has been, for a long time, a matter of considerable importance to me," says Jose Manuel Barroso, president of the European Commission. "I find it striking, therefore, that while the oceans are an essential element of life support for our planet, even influencing our climate, they remain relatively unknown. Equally, their importance to our lives is often underestimated."
The seas play an often under-realised part in European affairs: the EU has close to 70,000 km of coastline and 20 of the 25 member states are coastal or island states. Its coastline is longer than that of other large land masses such as the US or Russian Federation. Over two thirds of the EU's borders are coastal and the maritime space under its jurisdiction is larger than the terrestrial territory.
Ninety per cent of the EU's external trade and 40 per cent of domestic trade are carried by sea. Europe generates 40 per cent of the world's expenditure on port activities, more than 30 per cent of spending on marine environment research and generates almost 90 per cent of the world's renewable energy from marine sites.
Seeking a sea change
The European Union is seeking a unified maritime policy but can all the conflicting interests be reconciled? Nigel Williams reports.
